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Abstract: With the progress of the eras and the development of science and technology, the re-
quirements of device-to-device (D2D) connectivity increased rapidly. As one important service in
future systems, ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC) has attracted attention in many
applications, especially in the Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, and other scenarios due to its
characteristics of ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability. However, in order to achieve the re-
quirement of ultra-low latency, energy consumption often increases significantly. The optimization of
energy consumption and the latency of the system in the communication field are often in conflict
with each other. In this paper, in order to optimize the energy consumption and the latency jointly
under different scenarios, and since the detailed requirements for latency and reliability are diverse
in different services, we propose an adaptive UE aggregation (AUA)-based transmission scheme
that explores the diversity gain of multiple simultaneous paths to reduce the overall latency of data
transmission, wherein multiple paths correspond to multiple coordination nodes. Furthermore, it
could provide the feasibility of link adaptation by adjusting the path number according to the real
transmission environment. Then, unnecessary energy waste could be avoided. To evaluate the
performance, the energy-delay product (EDP) is proposed for the latency and energy comparison.
The provided simulation results align with the numerical data. Through the analysis, it can be proven
that the proposed scheme can achieve a joint optimization of latency and energy consumption to
meet different types of URLLC services.

Keywords: adaptive UE aggregation; URLLC; IIoT; single-path; multi-path; multi-connectivity;
energy-delay product

1. Introduction

As technology develops by leaps and bounds, the Fourth Industrial Revolution has
been witnessed by the industry world [1–3]. Latency and stability in the Industry Internet
of Things (IIoT) are the focus of new challenges [4,5]. With the formal determination of
the 5G-Advanced evolution route in 2022, the global development of fifth-generation (5G)
technologies and standards will enter a new historical stage, beginning with Rel-18 [6]. Due
to the continuous improvement of modern technology, higher requirements are put forward
for the latency and reliability of devices. It is required that the reliability of ultra-reliable
low-latency communication (URLLC) service quality in the future’s Internet of Things (IoT)
should reach 99.99999%, and the latency should simultaneously be approaching 0.1 ms
according to the nearest 6G requirements [7–9].

Up to now, uplink (UL) traffic has been the dominant form of asymmetrical network
in today’s communication landscape, which has been driven by the increasing demand for
IIoT applications. These applications often involve data collection, remote sensing [10], and
control of various devices in industrial settings. To promote URLLC in IIoT scenarios of
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remote sensing, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) foresaw a variety of features
for IIoT applications [11], such as smart cities, smart transportation, smart grids, and smart
health services [12]. Specific examples include wireless sensors [13], unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) [14], intelligent transportation systems [15], robots, automated guided
vehicles (AGVs), and wearables. These applications have the demands of reducing latency,
improving reliability, and extending the lifetime of the whole system [16]. However,
for many application scenarios, when the performance is rigorous on the latency, the
properties of energy consumption, spectrum efficiency, throughput, and so on will barely be
satisfactory. Furthermore, the expense of IoT devices should be lowered in some scenarios.
Compared with regular NR devices, reduced capability (RedCap) NR devices have lower
costs and complexity, a smaller form factor, and longer battery life [17]. However, the
simplifications in radio frequency and baseband capabilities of the equipment have led to
an extremely large reduction in coverage area [18].

The demands for downlink (DL) services in traditional communication systems have
created a thriving mobile internet industry economy. However, with the acceleration
of digital transformation across industries and the widespread application of artificial
intelligence technology, such as machine vision in IIoT, the demand for UL traffic has
gradually exploded [19]. In the 5G-Advanced stage, UL MIMO will be further enhanced.
Higher-order modulation modes, advanced beam management mechanisms, and spectrum
aggregation technologies will be crucial to increasing the uplink rate. Additionally, multiple
user equipment (UE) aggregation technologies or multiple cooperation node schemes
provide other possibilities for continuous performance enhancement [20]. At the same time,
transmission reliability can be improved through a UE aggregation mechanism [21,22].

A novel adaptive UE aggregation (AUA)-based transmission scheme design for a
hybrid network with multi-connectivity is proposed in this paper. The main contributions
are as follows:

• The performance of UE aggregation-based transmission is evaluated to support
URLLC service. The proposed scheme aims to enhance the reliability of a single
piece of UE that utilizes multi-connectivity through the exploration of diversity gain
and power boosting techniques. By leveraging this scheme, the system seeks to bol-
ster the UE’s performance, ensuring a more robust and dependable connection. The
detailed procedure of the proposed scheme is given in this paper.

• A dynamic aggregation strategy for joint latency and energy consumption optimiza-
tion is proposed by introducing two proportional coefficients: α and β. Under such
a design, data transmission can be switched between the single-path scheme and
the multi-path scheme. According to our simulation results and theoretical analysis,
the proposed strategy proves that reducing energy consumption on the premise of
ensuring time latency is possible.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related works.
Section 3 describes the system model and detailed design of AUA. The evaluation and result
analysis are given in Section 4, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 5. In addition, the
notation and operation descriptions of this paper are declared in Table 1.

Table 1. Notation and operation descriptions.

Notation Explanation

γth SNR threshold
γUB,i SNR between ith UE and BS
γUC,ij SNR between ith UE and jth cooperation node
γCB,j SNR between jth cooperation node and BS
dth Distance of two devices when SNR between them is equal to threshold
dUB,i Distance between ith UE and BS
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Table 1. Cont.

Notation Explanation

dUC,ij Distance between ith UE and jth cooperation node
dCB,j Distance between jth cooperation node and BS
TUB,i Transmission number of ith UE transmitting to BS without cooperation

node assisted
TUC,ij Transmission number of ith UE data successfully decoded at jth coopera-

tion node
TCB,ij Transmission number of jth cooperation node assisting ith UE to BS
NC Total cooperation node number within a cell
∆Mk Increased cooperation node number for assisting a specified UE at kth

time unit
NU User equipment number in the cell
Ei The overall energy consumption of ith UE data successfully decoded at BS
Ti The overall latency consumption of ith UE data successfully decoded

at BS
θk The angle between the UE and the farthest cooperation node that success-

fully decodes the UE data in the direction of the BS at kth time unit
ηk The ratio of cooperation node decoding successfully at kth time unit
d·e Round-up of the value
arccos(·) The inverse trigonometric function of cosine
min(·) The minimum value of the function

2. Related Works

Nowadays, most of the communication between the UE and BS is directly through
single-path communication [23] (see Case 1 in Figure 1). This means that the UE will
transmit repeatedly to the BS if the UE is far away from the BS. Different from current
traditional cellular communication, UE can transmit information to the cooperation node
at first, and then the cooperation node transmits the information to the BS or another
cooperation node after receiving the UE message, such as a relay system [24] or NR UE-
to-Network relay in 5G R16 [25]. This kind of communication extends the coverage of
the whole system. It is widely used in smart devices, which are connected to multi-hop
networks through Bluetooth low-energy (BLE) devices [26]. Some researchers proposed
Dual-Ring Tree for hybrid single-hop/multi-hop instances, which is a reliable formation
protocol [27]. A dual-ring subnet was designed for dense areas in a single-hop solution,
and a tree-shaped subnet was designed for sparse areas in a multi-hop solution. The
performance of this scheme is better than the conventional BlueHRT in terms of routing
efficiency and network reliability [27].

Moreover, it is important to select a better cooperation node for performance optimiza-
tion. An appropriate cooperation node will improve the reliability of the whole system
and decrease the latency, which provides a better experience for the UE. The authors of
in [28] proposed a cooperation node path selection scheme based on a convolutional neural
network (CNN), and the authors of [29] proposed supervised machine learning techniques
and a prototype framework for further investigation. These schemes can dynamically
select the optimal cooperation node according to the real-time situation of the network,
thereby improving the reliability and latency performance of the network. Another piece of
research [30] is about a cooperation node selection scheme based on mobile edge computing
(MEC), which can use edge computing resources to optimize the selection of cooperation
nodes. One of the sink nodes is static and another is mobile in this study. In addition,
URLLC technology based on multi-path selection and scheduling can choose the optimal
path for data transmission according to the load and bandwidth of the network [31]. In this
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work, a linear packet-level coding scheme is used for protecting data packets. The optimal
packet distribution follows a special “delay-equalized” structure, and this paper proposes
a fast bisection scheme to find the optimal packet allocation and code rate.

Adaptive UE Aggregation (AUA)

BS

Cooperation node 1

UE

Direct link

(traditional cellular network)

Indirect link

(general relay)

Direct link + Indirect link

(multi path transmission)

(M 1)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Cooperation node n

Figure 1. System model.

As far as the radio access network (RAN) is concerned, the multi-armed bandit (MAB) [32]
approach represents an ideal solution for considering URLLC allocation of resources in IIoT
environments in the case of periodic and aperiodic traffic and even in densely populated
networks and offensive traffic. It is a distributed, user-centric approach based on machine
learning, where the UE autonomously selects its uplink radio resources without waiting
for scheduling grants or connection preconfiguration [33]. In order to decrease the latency
between devices, semi-persistent scheduling outperforms the benchmark scheme and
provides an end-to-end (E2E) latency below 1 ms, thereby representing a desirable solution
for allocating resources for URLLC [16].

A wireless personal area network (WPAN) refers to a network for short-range ad
hoc connections between portable consumer appliances and communication devices. The
coverage area of a WPAN is generally within a radius of 10 m, which is smaller than that of
a wireless local area network (LAN). The ad hoc connection contains two core evaluation
indicators: one refers to the ability of the device to undertake both the main control function
and the controlled function, and the other refers to the convenience of the device joining or
leaving the existing network [34]. For the portable devices of a short-range WPAN, a smart
plug hub (SPH) architecture for real-time measurement of the activities of daily living (ADL)
can accomplish this task to some extent. This architecture overcomes the problems of low
accuracy and privacy violation through sensor fusion and device collaboration [35]. Some
researchers have found that using smart mirrors and biological information to perform
device cooperation has higher accuracy in predicting user actions [36]. In addition, the
selection of cooperation nodes is important for system communication. By using a fuzzy
logic decision-making method, the BS can select the “best cooperation node” based on
various criteria, which are cooperation node selection, the cooperation node’s SNR and
SER, the cooperation node’s reputation, cooperation node strategy, and cooperation node
location criteria. At the same time, the cooperation node can also use different strategies
for transmission, which are the decode-and-forward strategy (DF), amplify-and-forward
strategy (AF), and compress-and-forward strategy (CF) [37]. Based on the channel state
information (CSI) of each cooperation node, using adaptive cooperation node selection
strategies can minimize the system outage probability (SOP). It was indicated that AF
cooperation nodes have been shown to be better than DF cooperation nodes in [38].

Although this single-path communication is widely used, it is difficult to satisfy
or meet the latest requirements of 5G in terms of stability, reliability, and latency with
it. The short-term feasibility and complexity of the above methods are not suitable for
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some scenarios. In order to continue the research of R16, the idea of UE aggregation
has been proposed [21,39]. From the original single-path transmitting information to the
current multi-path sending information at the same time, obviously, in comparison, the
transmission rate is much higher than before, and stability is guaranteed to a certain
extent [13].

3. System Model and Detail Design

In this paper, the proposed scheme is named AUA transmission, which is shown in
the left part of Figure 1, and such a scheme can be changed to three cases according to
different situations (right part of Figure 1):

• Case 1 represents the current traditional cellular network, wherein the UE transmits
(or receives) data directly to (or from) the BS without help from any cooperation node.
There are no other cooperation nodes to assist the UE, and there is only one direct
link between the BS and UE. Correspondingly, it is hard to guarantee the data rate or
latency under such single-path transmission when the UE is far away from the BS.

• Case 2 is also named general relay, which is similar to a traditional relay network. In
this case, the BS will balance the transmission number of direct links and indirect links
and choose the link that can obtain lower latency or better coverage. In this paper, it
is assumed that the BS does not perform reception of UE data when the UE transmits
data to the relay or coordination node. This means there is no combination at the BS
across different source nodes for a single packet. For easy description, this scheme is
also named Case 2 without (wo) combination. Some descriptions of the general relay
are summarized in Section 3.1. Similar to Case 1, such transmission is also single-path
based, and it uses an indirect path between the UE and BS in Case 2.

• Case 3 explores the diversity gain or power boosting by aggregating multiple coop-
eration nodes to forward UE data, and the BS could combine the received data to
improve transmission reliability. Different from Case 1 and Case 2, there are multiple
simultaneous radio links in Case 3 (i.e., the transmission in Case 3 is multi-path
based). Assuming there are M ≥ 1 cooperation nodes, the path number would be
M + 1, corresponding to the direct path between the UE and BS, and M indirect paths
between the UE and BS via cooperation nodes. Such a transmission scheme is named
UE aggregation-based transmission, since the cooperation nodes in this paper can
be normal UEs. Moreover, the link condition over different paths would vary over
time, and it is natural to select appropriate paths for energy consumption efficiency
without transmission reliability or latency loss. Then, the detailed theoretical analysis
of fixed multi-path-based transmission (Case 3 non-AUA) and the proposed adap-
tive UE aggregation for multi-path-based transmission (Case 3 AUA) is described in
Section 3.3.

Without a doubt, the detailed transmission for different UEs can switch among these
three cases according to the real transmission environments or requirements. Under
the proposed AUA scheme, there are three different links: a link between the UE and
cooperation node (UC link), a link between the UE and BS (UB link), and a link between the
cooperation node and BS (CB link). In this work, a composite channel model is considered,
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) γ is used to reflect the quality of the link, which is
depicted as follows [40]:

γ =
PtPLΩ|g|2

σ2
(1)

where g represents the fast channel fading and follows a Nakagami distribution. It can be
known that |g|2 is distributed according to a gamma distribution, while Ω represents the
shadowing effect and is modeled by a log-normal distribution. In addition, PL is the path
loss of the channel, Pt is the signal transmit power, and the system has Gaussian random
noise with zero mean and variance σ2.
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The following part of this section elaborates on the three system models and provides a
detailed design of each model. These models have been developed to address specific com-
munication challenges and optimize system performance. The design considerations take
into account various factors such as latency consumption, energy consumption, spectrum
efficiency, throughput, and coverage.

3.1. General Relay

The name general relay corresponds to the previously mentioned Case 2 wo combi-
nation. In 2020, the 3GPP R16 standard was frozen, marking the emergence of the 5G era
in response to the demands of the time [41]. LTE D2D has been replaced by NR sidelink,
and the development of sidelink has reached a new stage. The foundation of 5G enables a
broader range of applications for NR sidelink, which in turn facilitates the realization of
advanced automation application cases [42]. In 2022, the 3GPP R17 standard was finally
frozen [43], which introduced NR sidelink cooperation node work items and research
topics. The NR sidelink cooperation node, as an extension of NR sidelink, expands the
network coverage and opens up new possibilities for communication between devices [44].

In traditional communication, when a cooperation node assists UE in sending a
message, the BS only receives data from the cooperation node. During this process, the
data that the UE broadcasts is not processed by the BS. This mode of operation is known
as general relay and serves as the benchmark for our simulations by default. The overall
transmission numbers for each piece of UE in a direct link and indirect link are calculated
at first. Then, the system compares the overall number of transmissions in these two links
and sends control signals to allow the UE to choose the link that ultimately requires fewer
transmissions, thereby reducing the latency. The pseudocode of general relay is shown as
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: General relay.
input : Threshold SNR γth and SNR of any two devices γUB,i γUC,ij γCB,j

(i = 1, 2, · · · , NU)(j = 1, 2, · · · , NC)
output : Overall transmission number Ti of ith UE (i = 1, 2, · · · , NU)

1 for i← 1 to NU do
// calculate transmission number for UB link

2 TUB,i ← (γth, γUB,i);
3 for j← 1 to NC do

// calculate transmission number for UC link
4 TUC,ij ← (γth, γUC,ij);

// calculate transmission number for CB link
5 TCB,ij ← (γth, γCB,j);
6 if TUB,i < TUC,ij + TCB,ij then
7 Ti ← TUB,i;
8 else
9 Ti ← TUC,ij + TCB,ij;

10 end
11 end
12 end

3.2. Case 2 with the Combination

Case 2 with the combination scheme is determined by the amount of information
currently being sent by the UE and received by the BS. Each time the UE retransmits, the
BS evaluates whether it is more advantageous to forward the data through the cooperation
node or retransmit them directly. Since the outcome of each transmission cannot be pre-
dicted in advance, it becomes challenging for the BS to preschedule resources. Moreover,
allocating additional resources for intermediate operations to calculate case selection be-
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comes necessary. This scheme can reduce the overall energy consumption to some extent.
However, it may not optimize the system’s latency to a significant degree. The pseudocode
of Case 2 with the combination is shown as Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Case 2 with combination.
input : Threshold SNR γth and SNR of any two devices γUB,i γUC,ij γCB,j

(i = 1, 2, · · · , NU)(j = 1, 2, · · · , NC)
output : Overall transmission number Ti of ith UE (i = 1, 2, · · · , NU)

1 for i← 1 to NU do
// calculate transmission number for UB link

2 TUB,i ← (γth, γUB,i);
3 for j← 1 to NC do

// calculate transmission number for UC link
4 TUC,ij ← (γth, γUC,ij);

// calculate transmission number for CB link (only cooperation
node transmits)

5 TCB,ij ← (γth, γUB,i, TUC,ij)/γCB,j;
6 if γUB,i < γCB,j then
7 Ti ← TUB,i;
8 else
9 Ti ← TUC,ij + TCB,ij;

10 end
11 end
12 end

3.3. Adaptive UE Aggregation

By combining Case 2 with the combination scheme with UE aggregation, the inte-
gration of UE transmission and cooperation nodes become more effective, and this is
called the multi-path transmission scheme. In this case, the BS can determine whether it is
more advantageous to transmit data through both the cooperation nodes and UE or solely
through the UE based on their positions. This approach saves resources and eliminates
the need for intermediate calculations. While this scheme can reduce latency to a certain
extent, it increases the overall energy consumption of the system. The system model of the
multi-path transmission scheme is Case 3 in Figure 1.

Furthermore, the main idea of AUA is based on single-path transmission and multi-
path transmission schemes. On the one hand, it is certain that the latency of the system
under a multi-path transmission scheme is less than that of a single-path transmission
scheme. On the other hand, the overall energy consumption of the system in a multi-path
transmission scheme is greater than that under a single-path transmission scheme. In
other words, if the UE is far away from the BS compared with the cooperation node, then
this means that the SNR between the UE and BS (γUB) is very small compared with the
SNR between the cooperation node and BS (γCB). In this case, there is no need to send
information to the UE because the contribution of the UE is negligible. Similarly, if the
cooperation node is far away from the BS compared with the UE, then this means that the
SNR between the cooperation node and BS (γCB) is quite small compared with the SNR
between the UE and BS (γUB). In this case, there is no need to send information to the
cooperation node because the contribution of the cooperation node is negligible.

Based on this consideration, we propose two proportional coefficients α (in dB) and β
(in dB) to specify that the UE chooses the transmission scheme. To be clear, the flowcharts
of the UE aggregation and adaptive UE aggregation scheme are shown in Figure 2. First
of all, it is necessary to determine whether the location of the UE is close to the BS. If it is
close, then there is no need to assist transmission through the cooperation nodes. Then,
the SNR between any two devices can be calculated using Equation (1). After finishing
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the relative parameters, if the effect of the cooperation node is tiny, then the direct link is
chosen in this situation. This can be distinguished by the following equation:

γUB > α + γCB (2)

If the effect of the UE is tiny, then the indirect link is chosen in this situation. This can
be distinguished by the following equation:

β + γUB < γCB (3)

Moreover, the other UEs that do not satisfy the above two inequalities will choose
Case 3, in which the UE and cooperation nodes transmit information at the same time. The
pseudocode of Case 2 with the combination is shown as Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Adaptive UE aggregation.
input : Threshold SNR γth and SNR of any two devices γUB,i γUC,ij γCB,j

(i = 1, 2, · · · , NU)(j = 1, 2, · · · , NC)
output : Overall transmission number Ti of ith UE (i = 1, 2, · · · , NU)

1 for i← 1 to NU do
// calculate transmission number for UB link

2 TUB,i ← (γth, γUB,i);
3 for j← 1 to NC do

// calculate transmission number for UC link
4 TUC,ij ← (γth, γUC,ij);

// calculate transmission number for CB link (only cooperation
node transmits)

5 T1
CB,ij ← (γth, γUB,i, TUC,ij)/γCB,j;

// calculate transmission number for CB link (cooperation node
and UE transmit together)

6 T2
CB,ij ← (γth, γUB,i, TUC,ij)/(γCB,j, γUB,i);

7 if γUB,i > α + γCB,j then
8 Ti ← TUB,i;
9 else if γCB,j > β + γUB,i then

10 Ti ← TUC,ij + T1
CB,ij;

11 else
12 Ti ← TUC,ij + T2

CB,ij
13 end
14 end
15 end
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Figure 2. The flowcharts. (a) UE aggregation. (b) Adaptive UE aggregation.

4. Simulation Results, Theoretical Calculation, and Analysis
4.1. Performance Comparison under Different Transmission Schemes

Unless otherwise specified, the relevant parameters of the simulation model are shown
in Table 2. In addition, in order to complete the experiment successfully, we made the
following assumptions:

• NU pieces of UE are randomly distributed within the region from 0 to R.
• NC cooperation nodes are evenly distributed around R/2.
• There is no interference between any two devices.

Table 2. Simulation settings.

Parameter Value

Cell radius (R) 1000 m
Cooperation node number (NC) 32
UE number (NU) 10,000
Distance between cooperation node and BS (r) R/2
SNR threshold (γth) 18 dB
Transmit power (Pt) 3.2 mW

Under these conditions, in order to compare the latency performance of AUA under
different α and β values compared with general relay, we set α = β = 2 dB, 3 dB, 4 dB, and
6 dB. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SNR between the UE and BS is
shown in Figure 3. It can be noticed that the SNR between the UE and BS at 90% was below
6.2 dB. In order to test the effectiveness of AUA, we set the SNR threshold higher to obtain
better performance when there were more transmissions.

Furthermore, we assumed that the path loss calculation for the UE located between
0 and R/100 was identical to the path loss calculation for the UE situated at R/100. This
assumption implies that there is no variation in the path loss experienced by the UE within
the first 1% of the total radius compared with the UE precisely located at R/100. In other
words, the propagation characteristics, such as the signal attenuation and interference
levels, remained consistent within this specific range.
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Our first concern was the latency problem of the whole system, which is the overall
transmission number of the whole system. In comparison with a general relay configuration,
we computed the latency performance gains for Case 2 with the combination, multi-path
transmission, and AUA schemes. Figure 4 displays the gains of different schemes when the
cooperation nodes were located at R/3, R/2, and 2R/3. As shown in Figure 4b, it is certain
that the latency performance of Case 2 with the combination scheme is the lower bound,
which is the same as the AUA scheme when α = β = 0 dB. The performance of the multi-
path transmission scheme is the upper bound, which is the same as the AUA scheme when
α = β = ∞. Actually, the gain of the AUA scheme when α = β = 6 dB was almost the same
as that of the multi-path transmission scheme. In addition, the number of transmissions
from the cooperation node to the BS had a great influence on the gain value. Whenever
the number of transmissions from the cooperation node to the BS increased, the gain value
under γth would suddenly drop and then return to the normal level. However, when
analyzed with Figure 4a,c, the values of α and β for reaching the maximum performance
gradually decreased as the distance between the cooperation node and the BS increased.
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Figure 4. The gain of latency performance vs. γth under different schemes (M = 1). (a) Cooperation
node location: R/3. (b) Cooperation node location: R/2. (c) Cooperation node location: 2R/3.

Moreover, the CDF of the latency enhancement gain under different α and β values is
shown in Figure 5:
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• If the benchmark of the simulation was the traditional cellular network (Case 1), then
the CDF of the latency enhancement gain under different α and β values (Figure 5a)
showed that most of the UE had a large gain. Due to the lack of cooperation node
assistance, the latency of the no cooperation node scenario differed from other schemes
when the threshold SNR was at a lower level. At the same time, more UE needed
to transmit more times before the BS could successfully decode the data. Therefore,
the schemes mentioned earlier had more UE with higher latency gain in the obtained
CDF curve.

• If the benchmark of the simulation was the traditional relay network (Case 2 wo
combination), then the CDF of the latency enhancement gain under different α and
β values (Figure 5b) indicated that the assistance of cooperation nodes could reduce
latency, and thus the increase in the final result was less than the previous one. With
the increment of α and β, more UE in the cell chose the multi-path transmission
scheme for information transmission. Therefore, there was more UE with higher gain
of latency performance.

Furthermore, Figure 6 exhibits the gain of different distances under Case 2 with
the combination, multi-path transmission, and AUA schemes when α = β = 3 dB and
α = β = 4 dB. With the increase in α and β, more and more UE in the cell switched from
Case 2 with the combination scheme to the multi-path transmission scheme. This range
continued to spread from the cooperation nodes’ positions to the ends.

However, although the larger values of α and β could result in better latency perfor-
mance, the performance of energy consumption was quite terrible as the values of α and β
increased, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, a suitable measurement standard is required to
measure the performance of the whole system, which will be discussed in the next section.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. CDF of latency enhancement gain under different schemes (M = 1). (a) Benchmark: Case 1
(traditional cellular network). (b) Benchmark: Case 2 (traditional relay network).
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Figure 7. The gain of energy performance vs. γth under different schemes (R/2).

4.2. EDP Evaluation among Different Transmission Schemes

In order to further discuss and compare the performance of different schemes, we
separately calculated the information transmission process of UE with different distances
from the BS and then further analyzed the latency performance and energy consumption
performance at different locations. In addition, in this paper, the judging criterion was
set as the energy-delay product (EDP) to represent the performance of different schemes,
especially when comparing the performance of different α and β values. The EDP is simply
the multiplication of the energy consumption and latency profiles for each case [45], and it
is a useful metric for comparing the speed of energy-efficient communication [46].

Figure 8 displays the measurement standards of the general relay scheme and Case 2
with the combination scheme, multi-path transmission scheme, and adaptive UE aggrega-
tion scheme, including the overall energy consumption, overall latency, and EDP.

Figure 8a presents the measurement standards of the general relay scheme, which
consisted of two steps: the UE broadcasting to the cooperation node without aggregation
and the cooperation node transmitting to the BS. In the traditional cooperation node
network, the UE that required cooperation node assistance transmitted more times than
other schemes due to this scheme not having the combination.
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Figure 8b depicts the measurement standards of Case 2 with the combination scheme.
This scheme also involves two steps: the UE broadcasting to both the BS and the cooperation
node without aggregation followed by the cooperation node transmitting to the BS, similar
to the general relay scheme. The difference is that this scheme has the combination. This
kind of scheme may cost a lot of time when transmitting information, but it can save energy
consumption to some extent.

Figure 8c presents the measurement standards of the multi-path transmission scheme.
This approach comprises three stages: the UE broadcasting to both the BS and the coopera-
tion node without aggregation, the cooperation node transmitting to the BS, and the UE
transmitting to the BS with aggregation after the cooperation node received the data from
the UE. In this situation, the primary advantage of this scheme is its ability to minimize
latency, as it selects the shortest latency among the three available schemes. However, it
is important to note that the efficiency at reducing latency comes at the cost of increased
energy consumption. Although it effectively addresses the issue of latency, it also results in
higher energy expenditure.
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Figure 8. The measurement standards of different schemes.

In the AUA scheme, with the setting of α and β being equal to 3 dB, there were also
three steps involved. These steps included the UE broadcasting to both the BS and the
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cooperation nodes without aggregation, the cooperation nodes transmitting to the BS, and
finally the UE transmitting to the BS with aggregation after the cooperation nodes received
the data from the UE, similar to the multi-path transmission scheme. Figure 8d illustrates
the energy consumption of these three steps, as well as the overall energy consumption,
overall latency, and EDP for the AUA scheme. The main difference between the AUA
scheme and multi-path transmission scheme is that not every UE chooses aggregation
transmission. It can dynamically select a range of UE transmitting data with a single path
and others transmitting data with multiple paths.

Based on the information provided in the previous figures, we summarized the overall
latency, overall energy consumption, and EDP values for the different schemes. The
comparison is presented in Figure 9a for the overall latency, Figure 9b for the overall energy
consumption, and Figure 9c for the EDP. First, it is obvious that Case 2 with the combination
scheme cost less energy than that of the multi-path transmission scheme when the UE was
far away from the BS. Secondly, it is certain that the BS took less time to decode the UE
information if the UE chose multi-path transmission instead of Case 2 with the combination
scheme when the UE was far away from the BS. Lastly, the AUA scheme would balance
these two kinds of schemes, which had better performance for the EDP when α and β were
equal to 3 dB. We can notice that the vast majority of users will choose the case where
the EDP is smaller. From this perspective, AUA balances the performance of energy and
latency, making it a win-win overall. However, α = β = 3 dB are not the best α and β
values in this situation. The following part discusses the calculation of the optimal α and β
values in different situations.
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Figure 9. The performance critical values vs. distance under different schemes. (a) Latency perfor-
mance. (b) Energy performance. (c) EDP.

4.3. Theoretical Calculation and Simulation of α and β

In order to optimize the EDP of the whole system, the calculation of energy consump-
tion and latency plays an important role in the whole simulation, and this is expressed in
the following equations:

Ei = min

TUC,i1 + 2TCB,i1, · · · , TUC,iNU + 2TCB,iNU , TUB,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
NU+1

 · Ptt0 (4)

Ti = min

TUC,i1 + TCB,i1, · · · , TUC,iNU + TCB,iNU , TUB,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
NU+1

 · t0 (5)
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EDPi = Ei · Ti (6)

where Ei represents the overall energy consumption when the BS successfully decodes the
data of the ith UE, Ti represents the overall latency when the BS successfully decodes the
data of the ith UE, TUC,ij is the transmission number of the ith UE data successfully decoded
at the jth cooperation node, TUB,i is the transmission number of the ith UE transmitting to
the BS without cooperation node assistance, TCB,ij is the transmission number of the jth
cooperation node assisting the ith UE to the BS, EDPi represents the energy-delay product
of the ith UE, Pt is the unit of transmission power, and t0 is the unit of time. In addition,
we have 

T1 =
⌈

10
γth−γUC

10

⌉
T2 =

⌈
10

γth−γUB
10

⌉

T3 =

⌈
10

γth
10 −10

γUB
10 ·T1

10
γCB
10 +10

γUB
10

⌉ (7)


EDP1 = T2

2 · Ptt0

EDP2 = (T1 + 2T3)(T1 + T3) · Ptt0

(8)

where T1 represents the transmission number of the UE to the cooperation node if the
cooperation node assists, T2 represents the transmission number of the UE to the BS if the
cooperation node does not assist, T3 represents the transmission number of the UE and
cooperation node to the BS after the cooperation node successfully decodes the data and
prepares to assist the UE, EDP1 is the EDP of Case 2 with the combination scheme, and
EDP2 is the EDP of the multi-path transmission scheme.

In order to find out the best α here, the value of EDP2 must be less than EDP1; that is,
T2

2 > (T2 + 2T3)(T2 + T3). When the simulation settings were as displayed in Table 2, we
could calculate the distance between the UE and BS to be d ≈ 275.3 m. The value of α was
α ≈ 5.1833 dB under the current simulation settings:

T4 =
⌈

10
γth−γCB

10 − 10
γUB−γCB

10 · T1

⌉
(9)


EDP3 = (T1 + T4)

2 · Ptt0

EDP4 = (T1 + 2T3)(T1 + T3) · Ptt0

(10)

where T4 represents the transmission number of the cooperation node to the BS after the
cooperation node received data and assisted the UE, EDP3 is the EDP of Case 2 with the
combination scheme, and EDP4 is the EDP of the multi-path transmission scheme.

In order to find out the best β value here, the value of EDP4 must less than EDP3; that
is, (T1 + T4)

2 > (T1 + 2T3)(T1 + T3). When the simulation settings were as displayed in
Table 2, we could calculate the distance between the UE and BS to be d ≈ 716 m. The value
of β was β ≈ 3.1189 dB under the current simulation setting.

After analyzing the optional α and β values when the simulation settings were as
displayed in Table 2, we calculated the optional α and β values when the cooperation node
was at different positions and different γth. Tables 3 and 4 represent the best α and β values
when the cooperation node position was at R/2 and R/3, respectively.
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Table 3. α and β for different γth. Cooperation node location: R/2.

γth (dB) α (dB) β (dB) γth (dB) α (dB) β (dB)

1 6.0206 0 16 4.9467 2.9238
2 6.0206 0 17 4.9775 3.1479
3 6.0206 0 18 5.1833 3.1189
4 6.0206 0 19 5.5145 3.4672
5 6.0206 0 20 5.4232 3.3841
6 0 0.0017 21 5.5506 3.4076
7 0 0.0017 22 5.8248 3.4707
8 0 0.0017 23 5.6599 3.6437
9 0.9668 1.2697 24 5.7436 3.4696
10 1.9556 1.2697 25 5.8146 3.5692
11 2.9553 1.8684 26 5.9136 3.6460
12 3.9555 0.0381 27 5.9445 3.5830
13 4.4283 4.5690 28 5.9756 3.6209
14 4.1943 2.6465 29 5.9721 3.6277
15 5.1738 3.0921 30 5.9894 3.5703

Table 4. α and β for different γth. Cooperation node location: R/3.

γth (dB) α (dB) β (dB) γth (dB) α (dB) β (dB)

1 6.0206 0 16 4.4326 1.9500
2 6.0206 0 17 3.6725 2.2326
3 6.0206 0 18 4.6703 2.6516
4 6.0206 0 19 4.4240 3.0769
5 6.0206 0 20 5.4102 3.7250
6 6.0206 0 21 5.4541 3.9989
7 6.0206 0 22 5.6018 3.0787
8 6.0206 0 23 5.4102 3.4544
9 6.0206 0.0026 24 5.4443 3.3929
10 6.0206 0.0026 25 5.6516 3.2310
11 6.0206 0.0026 26 5.6816 3.2972
12 0.4337 2.1801 27 5.8896 3.5536
13 1.4341 0.4987 28 5.8282 3.5484
14 2.4330 2.9998 29 5.8180 3.5985
15 3.4332 0.9494 30 5.8793 3.6088

4.4. Multi-Path Design (M ≥ 1) and Simulation Results

In the case of multi-path transmission under the AUA scheme, we set a parameter M in
the system to limit the maximum number of simultaneous transmissions for the cooperation
node. Parameter k represents the transmission times (t = k). Multiple cooperation nodes or
UE transmitting at the same time was counted as one time. Supposing that there were NC
cooperation nodes in the cell, the angle (θk) between the UE and the farthest cooperation
node that successfully decoded the UE data in the direction of the BS at the kth time unit
could be expressed as

θk =

{
arccos

r2+d2
UB,i−kd2

th
2rdUB,i

, |dUB,i − r| <
√

kdth < |dUB,i + r|, k > 0
0 , elsewhere

(11)

where r is the distance between the cooperation node and BS, dUB,i is the distance between
the ith UE and BS, and

√
kdth is the maximum radius that can be covered when the ith UE

transmits k times. This means that ηk of the cooperation nodes successfully decoded the
UE’s information after the kth transmission of the UE, and then these cooperation nodes
could assist in the next time unit (t = k + 1). Meanwhile, ηk can be expressed as
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ηk =

{
θk
π k = 1, 2, 3, · · ·
0 k = −1, 0

(12)

In order to realize the effect of the multi-path scheme, we introduced three regulators
to accomplish this task, which are p, q, and µ. These three regulators can calculate the
number of assisted transmission cooperation nodes for each transmission time, whether
the cooperation node assists, and whether the UE stops transmitting at this time:

γ =
k

∑
i=1

(
i

∑
j=1

pjµj∆MjγCB + qiγUB

)
(13)

∆Mj =
⌊
ηj−1NC

⌋
−
⌊
ηj−2NC

⌋
(14)

where γ is the information that the base station has already decoded, ∆Mj is the amount of
new successfully decoded cooperation nodes at the jth time unit, µj is used to dynamically
select the number of cooperation nodes for each new assistance cooperation node, and pj
and qj represent whether the cooperation node assists the UE in sending information at the
ith time unit and whether the UE needs to reserve energy and not send information in this
time unit, respectively.

Through the aforementioned α and β, the UE with a cell can be divided into three
groups: UE-only transmission, UE aggregation, and cooperation node-only transmission,
which is the main idea of adaptive UE aggregation. If user equipment is located in a
UE-only transmission area, then just set pi = 0, qi = 1, and µi = 0. When the position of
the user equipment is close to the cooperation node, the more cooperation nodes assist, the
lower the delay will become. However, the maximum number of simultaneous assisted
cooperation nodes can be set in the system, which is denoted by M. In this case, M
cooperation nodes decode the information successfully when the ith UE transmits σ− 1
times (t = σ− 1), which means that M cooperation nodes can assist the UE to transmit data
at t = σ. The corresponding regulators can be defined as p1 = p2 = · · · = pσ = 1, pσ+1 =
pσ+2 = · · · = 0, qi = 1, and µj is defined as in Equation (15). Moreover, if the location of
the UE is far away from the BS, then there is no need for the UE to transmit information
when enough cooperation nodes can assist it. This can save energy for the specified UE. In
this case, the corresponding regulators can be defined as p1 = p2 = · · · = pσ = 1, pσ+1 =
pσ+2 = · · · = 0, q1 = q2 = · · · = qσ−1 = 1, qσ = qσ+1 = · · · = 0. After that, the overall
energy consumption and overall latency can be expressed as in Equations (16) and (17):

µj =

 0 , ∆Mj = 0

min
{

max{M−bηj−2 NCc}
∆Mj

, 1
}

, elsewhere
(15)

Tk = k · t0 (16)

Ek =
k

∑
i=1

(
i

∑
j=1

pj∆Mj + qi

)
· Pt (17)

EDPk = k ·
k

∑
i=1

(
i

∑
j=1

pj∆Mj + qi

)
· Ptt0 (18)

According to Section 4.3, the values of α and β were set to be 3 dB in this subsection.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 10. Naturally, we could find that the latency
decreased as the maximum transmission equipment increased. However, the increasing
rate of the overall latency gain kept decreasing because this was limited by the overall
number of cooperation nodes (NC) in the entire cell.
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Figure 10. The latency performance gain of different schemes (R/2, AUA with α = β = 3 dB).

In summary, the analysis results have been conveniently compiled in Table 5. Notably,
when considering Case 2 without the combination as the benchmark, simulating the latency
and energy performance for Case 1 became unnecessary. Moreover, as the maximum
number of assisted nodes increased, the system network demonstrated improved latency
performance, consequently leading to enhanced URLLC capabilities. This enhancement in
URLLC performance holds significant promise for meeting the demanding requirements
of critical applications. In addition, in this article, we did not consider the impact of
interference on the UE, and the time of each transmission was assumed to be fixed. The
final result may have been inaccurate, but the basic trend was correct.

Table 5. Summary of latency performance gain and energy consumption gain under different
schemes.

Schemes Description Latency Gain 1 Energy Gain 1 Latency Gain 2 Energy Gain 2

Case 1 One direct link between UE
and BS. 0% 0% - -

Case 2 wo combination

Indirect link between UE
and BS via a cooperation

node. No data combination
at BS across UE and the

cooperation node.

28.56% 30.23% 0% 0%

Case 2 with combination

Sequential direct path and
indirect path for data

transition between UE and
BS. Data combination at BS

across UE and the
cooperation node.

32.96% 33.49% 6.20% 4.00%

Case 3 non-AUA (M = 1)

Simultaneous direct and
indirect transmission to BS

from UE and one
cooperation node.

47.99% 19.77% 27.19% −12.06%
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Table 5. Cont.

Schemes Description Latency Gain 1 Energy Gain 1 Latency Gain 2 Energy Gain 2

Case 3-AUA (M = 1) *

Dynamic swtich over one direct
path, one indirect path and

simultaneous 2 (direct+indirect)
paths to BS from UE and one

cooperation node

42.41% 29.48% 19.54% −0.44%

Case 3-AUA (M = 2) *

Dynamic swtich over one direct
path, one indirect path and

simultaneous multiple
(direct+indirect) paths to BS
from UE and 2 cooperation

node

56.20% 29.52% 38.69% −0.62%

Case 3-AUA (M = 3) *

Dynamic swtich over one direct
path, one indirect path and

simultaneous multiple
(direct+indirect) paths to BS
from UE and 3 cooperation

node

60.80% 28.93% 45.12% −0.8%

Case 3-AUA (M = 4) *

Dynamic swtich over one direct
path, one indirect path and

simultaneous multiple
(direct+indirect) paths to BS
from UE and 4 cooperation

node

62.27% 27.84% 47.17% −2.3%

* α = β = 3 dB by default in this paper. 1 Benchmark: Case 1. 2 Benchmark: Case 2 wo combination.

The overall latency and overall energy consumption would change with the differences
in M. Figure 11a,b show the overall latency and overall energy consumption of different
distances under M = 1, 2, 3, 4. The closer the UE was to the cooperation node, the lower the
overall latency. The curve for the latency is easier to understand, but the curve for energy
consumption is more complicated. It can be clearly seen that there is a phenomenon of
jitter in the figure. Because users who are closer to each other may have the same overall
number of transmissions (the same overall latency), the successful decoding time of the
jth cooperation node may be different, resulting in users who are closer to the base station
possibly consuming more energy. In addition, if the last transmission does not require M
cooperation nodes to assist in the transmission for successful decoding, then there will be
energy loss. Both of these two aspects can lead to fluctuations in the curves.
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Figure 11. The performance critical values vs. distance under multi-path AUA with different
cooperation numbers (α = β = 3 dB). (a) Latency performance. (b) Energy performance. (c) EDP.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new method based on UE aggregation which is called
adaptive UE aggregation. With the support of the evaluation standard of the EDP, this new
scheme can optimize energy consumption and latency jointly under different scenarios,
which is much better than traditional cellular networks and traditional relay networks.
In addition, when the number of cooperation nodes for a specified UE increases, using
the AUA scheme can provide better performance, which can greatly reduce latency and
prevent unnecessary energy waste. However, the shortcomings of the centralized system
are quite serious. The central node may become a bottleneck if an accident occurs on the
central node side, and then the entire system may be unavailable. As the amount of UE
increases, this situation will be more obvious.

In future work, the distributed systems and consensus mechanism will be embedded
into the speculative parallelization to further secure the transmission process and improve
the reliability and performance of the whole system. Furthermore, the impact of potential
security, which would be a higher-layer issue, and the interference composed of multiple
users and multiple cells will be considered in future work.
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3GPP The Third Generation Partnership Project
ADL Activities of daily living
AF Amplify-and-forward
AGVs Automated guided vehicles
AUA Adaptive UE aggregation
BLE Bluetooth low energy
CDF Cumulative distribution function
CF Compress-and-forward
CSI Channel state information
D2D Device-to-device
DL Downlink
EDP Energy-delay product
E2E End-to-end
IoT Internet of Things
IIoT Industry Internet of Things
LAN Local area network
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MAB Multi-armed bandit
MEC Mobile edge computing
MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output
RAN Radio access network
RedCap Reduced capability
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SOP System outage probability
SPH Smart plug hub
UAVs Unmanned aerial vehicles
UE User equipment
UL Uplink
URLLC Ultra-reliable low-latency communication
WPAN Wireless personal area network
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